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• brain computer interfaces    
• muscle computer interfaces  
• implanted interfaces

the body as an interface::



#1
brain computer interfaces 



interacting directly using “thought”
brain computer interface ::

what does that even mean?



sensing the brain::
• EEG (electroencephalography) 
• fNIRS (functional near-infra-red spectroscopy) 
• fMRI (functional magnetic resonance image)



 fMRI (magnetic resonance): 
• blood flows in the brain 
• blood becomes more oxygenated when neural activity increases 
• oxygen-rich and -poor blood have different magnetic properties 
• measure magnetic field changes in the brain



 fNIRS (near infrared-spectroscopy): 
• optical, changes in absorbed light of the near-infra-red spectra  
• same principle as fMRI but optical:  
• more blood flow and more oxygen -> more absorption of light  
• mean penetration depth: ca. 23mm (depends on wavelength and 

sensor position on head)



 EEG (electroencephalography): 
• electric activity: neurons communicate with electrical impulses 
• measuring neurons firing in the brain to exchange signals 
• electrodes on the head measure the electric field





<30s brainstorming>

sensing the brain::

so are we really measuring thoughts?

• EEG (electroencephalography) 
• fNIRS (functional near-infra-red spectroscopy) 
• fMRI (functional magnetic resonance image)



and then match the result with 
a certain task (or ‘thought’) 
(based on known training data)

no, we measure signals 
and extract features from them.



when did BCI research start?



 1924: Hans Berger: first human EEG (but no real time analysis)



 1977: Jaques Vidal ‘Real-time detection of brain events in EEG’ 



latest progress in imaging of the brain::



so what can we use brain sensing for today?



 Samek et al. Stationary Common Spatial Patterns for Brain-Computer 
Interfacing, Journal Neural Engineering ’12.

 helping people with disabilities



Evan Peck. Using fNIRS Brain Sensing to Evaluate 
Information Visualization Interfaces, CHI’13

 user interface evaluation:  
 more direct feedback than when interviewing users



 games and entertainment



some problems with BCI…



<30s brainstorming> 

so slow? 
what is the problem here?



electrodes = camera of the brain  
one electrode = one pixel

you need a lot of data 
to find a good signal 
(‘collection over time’)



p300 signal::
• when you make a (subconscious) decision, 

there is a very strong signal 
• why p300? latency between stimulus and 

response is ca. 300 ms



if BCI worked perfectly, 
would we use BCI for all interaction?

<30s brainstorming>



motionless: nothing wrong with moving



affordance: gestures are (very) natural 



cannot stop thinking! midas touch problem

(king turns everything into gold, 
even his daughter)



where is this going next?

<30s brainstorming>



brain-to-brain stimulation::

2013: Rajesh Rao sent a brain signal to Andrea Stocco



2013: Rajesh Rao sent a brain signal to Andrea Stocco



TMS (transcranial magnetic stimulation) ::
uses a coil which induces small currents into the brain 
via electromagnetic induction



 http://hci.csail.mit.edu/hci-seminar.html

come to the HCI seminar  
some time!



#2
muscle computer interfaces





<30s brainstorming>

where could this lead? 

what would you do with the ability  
to move sb else’s muscles?



• originated in rehabilitation medicine in the 60’s 
• current applied to muscle activates ‘muscle neurons’

electro-muscle stimulation (EMS):



muscles can only contract, i.e. pull not push 
muscle contraction ::



 2011: Jun Rekimoto: Posessed Hand















 2011: Pedro Lopes: Muscle Force Feedback









sensing muscle contraction



can I make a pose with my hand with my eyes closed? 

<30s brainstorming> 

so how do I actually  
know when to stop pulling my muscles?



 proprioception:: 
 sense of relative position of neighbouring parts of the body 



this is how a human senses muscle activity! 
but how does a computer do it?



• MMG (mechanomyography) 
• EMG (electromyography) 
• optical, tip force sensor, classical FSR, piezo

sensing muscle:



• a vibration that can be observed when a muscle contracts 
• use a microphone or accelerometer placed on the skin

MMG (mechano-myogram)::



• nerves control muscles in the body using electric signals 
• electric signal makes muscle fibers contract  
• measure electric potential of muscle at rest vs. used

EMG (electro-myogram)::









#3
other body-signals 
as interface



<30s brainstorming> 
any idea how this works>



galvanic vestibular stimulation:
sense of balance: liquid level in ear 
electrodes stimulate liquid in ear



Maeda et al., Shaking the world: galvanic  
vestibular stimulation as a novel sensation  
interface, SIGGRAPH’05





pedestrian cruise control [pfeiffer et al.  CHI’15]

(also works with muscle-stimulation)





#3
implanted interfaces



is this really so far out? 

what are examples of implanted user interfaces 
already in use today?

<30s brainstorming>



pacemakers… 
drug delivery implants…





1998: Kevin Warwick: Project Cyborg



summary



the body as an interface::
• brain computer interfaces    
• muscle computer interfaces  
• implanted interfaces



results from HW1



rock :)!
let’s show your card to your neighbors



rock :)!

let’s show your card to your neighbors



rock :)!
let’s show your card to your neighbors



rock :)!

let’s show your card to your neighbors



end.


